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For over twenty years, Mr. Gibson has represented
numerous types of clients, small and large, local and
international, in all types of commercial disputes.
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Mr. Gibson’s direct approach as a business litigator and
advisor has delivered successful results in commercial,
construction and real estate disputes. His balanced
practice includes representation of local, national and
international companies, as well as individuals.
Previously, he co-chaired the San Diego County Bar
Association’s Construction Law Section and is a frequent
speaker and author on new developments in the law and
risk management.
Mr. Gibson treats each client and case as unique and
believes that “one size does not fit all.” He gives each
case individual analysis and attention, and delivers
solutions based on the distinctive aspects and details of
the situation.
Outside of the courtroom, Mr. Gibson assists clients with
their construction and real estate contracts, and provides
advice and counsel on risk management and liability
prevention. With each matter, his goal is to partner with
his clients to achieve efficient, effective, and economical
solutions and results.
Moreover, Mr. Gibson utilizes his over two decades of
litigation experience and training when serving as a
mediator helping parties find solutions to their disputes.
With each mediation, he works tirelessly with the parties
to exhaust all efforts to achieve resolution.
When not in the office or court, Mr. Gibson devotes time
coaching youth baseball with Mid-City Little League, he
was the President of the league from 2017-2019, and
continues to serve on the Board of Directors. Mr. Gibson
also serves on the Board of Directors for GLD Housing,
Inc., a San Diego non-profit, which oversees several lowincome, senior housing developments in San Diego.

